
Actors : Yogesh Kumar
Jimmy Shergill
Madalsa Sharma
Shakti Kapoor
Avtar Gill
Shagufta Ali
Gargi Patel
Sandeepa Virk
Hrishita Bhatt

Producer : Sushikailash
Director : Sushikailash
Choreographer : Ricky Gupta
Action : Nishant Khan
Art : Raju Sapote
Cinematographer : Jagan
Chawli and Sebastian Anthony
Editor : Sandeep Shetye
lyrics : Ravi Chopra
Music Director : Pramod Panth
Casting : Shivaji Soni
Marketing : Wasim Siddiqui
Creative Director: Israr Ahmed
Distribution : Israr Ahmed
(screenshot media) and
Greenchilli Pvt Ltd
Singers: Javed Ali, Aman
Trikha, Shalmali Kholgade,
Kiran Sachdeva 
Locations : Mumbai , Jhansi,
Lalitpur, Baruasagar, Orcha,
Nepal Jhumsum
Story and Screenplay : Rajan
Agrawal
Dialogues : Adesh K Arjun,
Rajeev B Agrawal
Duration -   110 Minutes

Storyline 
Ever since Badal was an

eight year old, he falls in love
with violence. When other chil-
dren of his age were sug-
gested to take up role models
he chose the local mafia leader

Bachcha Babu who had a rep-
utation of series crimes and
murders as his role model.
Badal is so inspired by Bachcha
Babu that, his ambition is to
grow up like him.

As he grows up, his pas-
sion for becoming like Bachcha
Babu increases by leaps and
bounds. And one day Badal,
manipulates a chance and
joins the gang of Bachcha
Babu.One day, Badal meets
his second love Megha and he

falls head over heels for her
at the very first sight. Badal tells
Megha about his feelings but
Megha doesn't even like the
sight of Badal anywhere in her
proximity.

Megha's father, sharmaji
who is a government school
teacher comes to know that
Badal is bothering Megha and
with the help of his journalist
friend, Master ji goes to
Bachcha Babu and tells him
that Badal is creating trouble

in his daughter's life.Bachcha
Babu assures the journalist that
now on Badal will never dis-
turb Megha and her family. In
the turn of events bachcha
babu bumps into megha even
before he could pacify badal
and he starts dreaming about
Megha in his conscious and

the wildest of dreams, he
wants Megha at any cost.

Bachcha Babu goes to the
extent of killing his own wife
t o  ma r r y  an  unawa re
Megha.When Badal comes to
know that Bachcha Babu is so
crazy about Megha that he has
killed his own wife, he revolts
against Bachcha Babu.On the
other hand, Bachcha Babu
forces Megha's family for the
marriage and when Megha's
family obviously refuses his
proposal, Bachcha babu force-
fully organizes his wedding
with Megha.

When Badal comes to know
that his role model Bachcha
Babu has forcefully kidnapped
Megha, his second love takes
over his first love, he gate-
crashes and takes Megha
away from Bachcha babu's
marriage function.Now Badal
and Megha are on a unique
journey as they have to hide
from Bachcha Babu and his
goons. In this journey, Megha
discovers her love for Badal.

Escapades of Bachcha
Babu against the couple?
Badal's rebellion against him
comprises the climax of the film.

The recent decision by honorable Delhi High Court in the
case by Delhi government over rights and powers is a sim-
ple interpretation of constitution which is correct and apt. 
But then the main idea of democracy does not stand strong
here. If the elected representatives are so powerless and
cannot not make decisions, they do not need to be there at
all. Delhi is not a full state and if you see, Delhi basically is
a large metropolitan city and Delhi chief minister is just a
mayor of the same. But because it has assembly, it has to
act like a state. A State which is not as independent or pow-
erful as other states of the country are.
Well, the basic idea of keeping Delhi as union territory is
good as it is a capital which represents entire country. From
president house to ambassadors of all countries live here

and any bad will prove to be
costly.
Considering all the facets of
the matter, it is high time for
center government to take
a decision. They can take

control of some important roads like the ones that lead to
airport or parliament along with the New Delhi's VIP area
and then let the elected government govern the rest with
full authority.
If that seems difficult or un-doable, the center should bet-
ter take charge of full NCT and dismiss all the elections.
The MCD and other small departments can be run by LG
and the administration can still function this way.
There has been enough face-off between state and center
on the issue and in the fight, only common man ends up as
sufferer. The state government led by AAP Party can eas-
ily wash its hands off on all the things they did not or could
not deliver by pointing fingers are the center. But of course
they will take the credit of things they were or will be able
to do. So odd-even, mohalla clinic, and school reforms will
help AAPconsolidate its political ground. Perhaps they have
got a strong base as they look to foray into politics of other
states like Punjab, Goa, and even BJP forte Gujrat.
In all the drama and news, the common man will remain
clueless as they don't even know who to blame. A decision
in favor of Delhi.
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Editorial 

Iranian Actress Sareh Far  Resembles
Bollywood Legend Madhubala !

Audio release of film Yea Toh
Two Much Ho Gayaa 

'Yeh Kaisi Hai Aashiqui' to
release on 19th August 

Delhi voters at receiving end!

Ali Unwala organised the audio release of Hindi film YEH TOH
TWO MUCH HO GAYAA at Grand Imperial Banquet,Andheri
West where he invited entire cast,crew,media and guest .The
film is directed by director Anwer Khan,produced by Ali Unwala
and co produced by T Nillay Pande.Jimmy Shergill,Pooja
Chopra,Bruna Abdullah,Vijay Patkar ,Rajiv Surti,Ayub Khan of
E4U Enterprises,Yogesh Lakhani of Bright Outdoor Media came
for the audio release.Aftab Ahmed Khan,a former Indian Police
Service officer, politician ,noted for his encounter killings of
gangsters came specially to launch the audio.The film is made
under the banner of  M A Entertainment and Trinity  Films.The
film is presented by Badshah Khan,Dialogue of the film is writ-
ten by Bholu Khan, cinematography done by  Rajiv Srivastav,
Lyrics by Anwer Khan,Jairaj Selvan & Vishal B Patil, Music by
Avishek Majumdar,action by Mahendra Verma, Dance by Rajiv
Surti and edited by Devendra Murdeshwar. Cast: Jimmy
Shergill, Arbaaz Khan,Pooja Chopra, Murali Sharma, Bruna
Abdullah,Zarina Wahab and Vijay Patkar.E4U Enterprises is
releasing the film on 2nd September all over.Zee Music has
music rights of the film.

It's commonly believed that
every person has atleast 7 peo-
ple in this world who look like
them and this is true for
Bollywood Heroines as well.
Madhubala has been amongst
the most beautiful actresses
ever in the history of Bollywood
and in the past also there have
been various actresses who
have resembled Madhubala
including the dhak dhak girl and
Bollywood diva Madhuri Dixit
! However, this is the first time
that any Iranian or Foreign
Actress is being compared to
t he  Bo l l ywood  l egend

Madhubala and here we are
referring to the model and
actress  Sareh Far. Sareh is
playing a pivotal role of a beau-
tiful wife in Monjoy Joy Mukerji's
forthcoming movie Hai Apna
Dil Toh Awara releasing on
August 5th,2016.

This divine beauty from
Iran, Sareh Far has been flood-
ed with modelling and acting
offers from the time she entered
Bollywood . She is a beauty
with brains who has done the-
atre since childhood in Iran, has
featured in various ad cam-
paigns, completed her M.Sc in

Biochemistry and is ready to
take Bollywood by storm in Hai
Apna Dil Toh Awara  in which
she plays a beautiful Persian
wife Sonya Singh who has
been paired opposite Herry
Tangiri of Love Sex Aur Dhoka,
Bhaag Milkha Bhaag and
Yuvraj Singh fame in M.S.
Dhoni biopic. So, friends are
you looking forward to watch-
ing this gorgeous foreign
actress  on celluloid in Hai Apna
Dil Toh Awara who has an
uncanny resemblance to the
Goddess of  Bol lywood,
Madhubala ! 

Mumbai:G.N.B.Films Hindi feature film'Yeh Kaisi Hai  Aashiqui'an
action, horror,romantic laced with music as well as romancer
produced by  G.N.Bhai & Vandana Rawal and directed by Subhash
J Shah. Guajarati film's superstar Rajdeep is a versatile actor
and a story writer who has the distinction of acting in many
Gujarati superhit films is now making a debut in bollywood. He
has made a mark as a multi-talented personality. He has also
acted in films besides scripting for films as well as direction.
Recently he has scripted for a musical horror Hindi film 'Yeh
Kaisi Hai Aashiqui' in which he has shared screen space as a
leading man with Sukhbir Lamba. The film has been certified
for Adults(A) only by the Central Board of Film Certification.This
film is slated for release on 19th August 2016. The film story
revolves around a crorepati Kumar (Rajdeep) who is aged 55
years old. The heroine Sukhbir Lamba (Kamini) a beautiful girl
of 20 years has a heart for Kumar (Rajdeep) falls for him and
desires to get married to him and be his Queen. Kumar's (Rajdeep),
daughter Priya (Shipra) who lives in America is not in favour of
her brother Kumar's (Rajdeep) relationship with  Kamini (Sukhbir
Lamba). Kamini (Sukhbir Lamba) is deeply in love with Kumar
and starts to produce a film with him. During the shoot, Kumar
(Rajdeep) gets a heart attack and collapses. There are many
twists in the film.Yeh Kaisi Hai Aashiqui is film, where love turns
evil with soul touching melodies. Based on Story-Screenplay
by Rajdeep, the film directed by Subhash J Shah and produced
by G Jain Bhai & Vandana Rawal stars Rajdeep, Sukhbir Lamba,
Atul Soni, Sipra Gaur, Atmaram Tripathi, Vandana Rawal, Swati
Mukherji, Gokul Baraiyya, Sandeep Sharma etc.

Udaipur:Lenovo (HKSE: 992)
(ADR: LNVGY) today unveiled
the enhanced Vibe K5 Plus, a
smartphone offering the best-
in-class personal entertain-
ment in a device with full HD
display andDolby Atmos speak-
ers and more. 

"We continue to strive to
incorporate a better technolo-
gy aspect with every model we
release from Lenovo. The goal
to provide the best of the tech-
nology at an affordable price
is what the brand should be
remembered and loved for.
We are enhancing the suc-
cessful K5 Plus further, stay-
ing ahead of market trends"
said Sudhin Mathur, Executive
Director, Mobile Business
Group, Lenovo.

The Vibe K5 Plus com-
bines the best of the technol-
ogy that comes at an afford-
ab le  package.  H igh  on
ergonomics with a 12.7 cm (5)
display encased in a tapered
metal body, stunning Dolby
Atmos experience over head-
phones watch the colors and
sound come alive in a world of
movies, games, music and
much more.With a 5 piece
lens 13MP Rear Camera
shooting quality videos become
fun. Movie Buffs can combine
this with a TheaterMax com-
patible headset making it a
complete movie package for
themselves. The 3GB RAM
and a Qualcomm 64-Bit
Snapdragon 616 Octacore
chipsetthe Lenovo Vibe K5
Plus offers provide access and
usage to as many applications
as you want, simultaneously. 

The Complete Package 
Entertainment on-the-go

was never better with the Vibe
K5 Plus that gives you seam-

less performance while watch-
ing movies or gaming. The 12.7
cmfull HD IPS display delivers
mesmerizing viewing experi-
ence for users on a super-size
virtual screen. 

The 13MP rear camera is
equipped with a5-piece lens
that allows you to capture full
HD v ideos  and spec ia l
moments. Taking selfies will be
much simpler with the 5 MP
camera,  the K5 Plus is
equipped with.

Powe red  by  a64 -b i t
Qualcomm Snapdragon 616
Octacore processor, 3GB RAM
and a 16GB built-in-storage
and supporting an additional
128GB on microSD card, expe-
rience blazing-fast perfor-
mance and switch between
apps and games seamlessly
without lags. All these and a
lot more with the new Vibe Pure
UIgiving its users a much clean-
er and smoother performance.
The Vibe K5 Plus is packed
with a 2750 mAh battery to last
an entire day. 

Superior Styling  
Opening doors to the enter-

tainment world of movies,
games, and music, the phone
displays all the specifications
required for a complete enter-
tainment package. Maintaining
the look of the phone on the
surface, K5 Plus comes with
an Aluminum Casing Rear
Cover and a Scratch-resistant
Display. The phone is available
in three appealing colors -
Champagne Gold, Silver, and
Graphite Grey.

Pricing and Availability
The Vibe K5 Plus 3GB

RAM will be available exclu-
sively on Flipkart starting
23:59hrs August 3rd, 2016 via
open sales for Rs.8499

LENOVO VIBE K5
PLUS -A unveiled

Villain turns
into Singer

Paras Singh Minhas, The
Indian telivision actor, famous
for his negative roles in Bani-
Ishq da kalma on colors and
recently for Jaane kya hoga
rama re on life ok, is coming
up with his first single track
"Judaiyaan" where he will be
seen playing a lover - romanc-
ing & Singing on screen.

Cast,crew and synopsis of Hindi
film Dil Sala Sanki 

Innovative way to re-use the Colgate Cartons
Udaipur: When you bring your
toothpaste home, you usually
tend to throw the carton away.
But not this time - Get the lim-
ited edition Colgate Strong
Teeth packs* this month that
bring to you a "Magical Sea
World". All you have to do is
cut open the carton and find
varied creatures from the sea
printed inside, that your child
can cut out, play with and learn
about. Colgate-Palmolive
(India) Limited, the market
leader in Oral Care, is offering
children a unique and sus-
tainable way to turn the tooth-
paste cartons into a Magical
Sea World that unlocks their
imagination and helps them
create their own magical sto-

ries. The offer aims to help kids
explore the Magical Sea World,
getting them to learn through
art & craft. With this initiative,
Colgate wants to play a part
in helping develop the skills and
experiences that allow children
to grow into well-rounded indi-
viduals. The limited edition
Colgate Strong Teeth Magical
Sea World offer is available
across retail outlets in India.
Collect all four Magical Sea
World sets - pursue a Treasure
Hunt, fight with a Pirate Ship,
get lost in the Coral Reef or
discover some Deep Sea
Magic with the little mermaid.
With more than 15 sea world
characters, these packs are
ready to take your child on an

adventurous journey into the
mystical sea world. Eric
Jumbert, Director, Marketing,
Colgate-Palmolive (India)
Limited says, "The Colgate
Magical Sea World is one of
our efforts to bring in learning
and holistic development
through a funactivity to kids
across the country. 

With this small endeavor,
we not only attempt to utilize
the millions of Colgate cartons
as a small toy and an inter-
esting learning tool, 

but also hope to ingrain the
idea of minimizing waste and
sustainability among children
at an early age."

Colgate Strong Teeth is

one of the largest distributed
brands in the country reach-
ing more than 4 Million stores
and in turn, more than 80 mil-
lion households in India.
Through this  endeavor,
Colgate hopes to bring a sim-
ple toy, re-cycled out of an eas-
ily available pack, to children
across the country. 

Free Magical Sea World
available with Colgate Strong
Teeth 50g, 100g, 200g, 300g
and 500g till stocks last

Come explore an innova-
tive solution for your kid's con-
structive entertainment and
learning with Colgate Strong
Teeth Magical Sea World
today!

Airtel makes voice calling free Jindal Realty launches 
Pranava Floors 

Go Group Accelerates 
India ConnectionUdaipur: Bharti Airtel ("Airtel"), India's largest telecommuni-

cations services provider, today announced two new postpaid
plans under its 'myPlan Infinity' series, offering unlimited voice
calls along with bundled 3G/4G data at just Rs 1199/-. Airtel
postpaid 'myPlan Infinity' combines unlimited voice calling with
variable data benefits, giving customers the flexibility to choose
from a wide range of plans.   

Under the new 'Infinity' plans, for Rs. 1199/- customers will
enjoy unlimited voice calling - local, STD, and on national roam-
ing - along with 100 SMS per day, 1GB 3G/4G data and free
subscription to Wynk Music and Wynk Movies.  

The Rs. 1599/- plan will offer unlimited voice calling - local,
STD, and on national roaming - along with 100 SMS per day,
5GB 3G/4G data and free subscription to Wynk Music and Wynk
Movies. 

Ajai Puri, Director - Operations (India & South Asia), Bharti
Airtel said, "With 'myPlan Infinity' we are making voice calls
free for our customers and offering them the flexibility to com-
bine this benefit with their individual data requirements. With
the new price points, we have made the proposition even more
affordable and this will benefit customers with very heavy voice
usage."    

These plans are in addition to the existing 'myPlan Infinity'
Airtel offers for its postpaid mobile customers which were launched
last year enabling customers to enjoy unbeatable voice and
data offers on Airtel 3G/4G.The new plans will also offer a pay-
as-go-rate of only 50p/MB post exhaustion of the data limit.

New Delhi: As independent luxury floors rising popularity in
realty sector, Jindal Realty Pvt. Ltd., one of the renowned real
estate developer, today announced the launch of its first of its
kind independent floors christened as "PRANAVA Floors".

Pranava Floors will be integral part of strategically located
Sonepat Global City spread over 214 acres. Pranava Floors
will comprise of 3BHK units having saleable area of approx.
1425 sqft with three levels of spacious and independent living.
The offering of the independent floors comes in the affordable
price range starting from Rs.37lacs.

Commenting on the launch of new project, Mr. Gaurav Jain,
Managing Director & CEO, Jindal Realty Pvt. Ltd. said, "Pranava
Floors - is our gift to the style-conscious, and yet price-con-
scious, populace of Delhi NCR. 

We have put a great deal of thought in its construction, mak-
ing sure it surpasses the expectations of all age groups. The
project combines elegance and style with comfort, providing
our cherished customers the ultimate living experience. This
project is now expected to be the one that would reflect our
experience, our fortes, our competence and our dedication to
the customer needs."Sonepat Global City, Sonepat is planned
as a leisure destination spread over 650 acres consisting of
residential commercial areas along with Jindal Corporate Park
spread over 90 acres & futuristic office spaces and ushering in
a new era of work culture.

New Delhi: GO Communications, Malaysia has formally
entered into a strategic communications partnership with
Regional Public Relations (RPR) in India. The enterprise will
see active cross-national exchange of knowledge, resources
and personnel between the two agencies and associates with-
in the GO Group, Asia's largest independent public relations,
marketing and strategic communications network. To date, the
network, led by GO Communications, comprises over 15 affil-
iated agencies including those in Singapore, Thailand, Laos,
Cambodia, Vietnam, Philippines, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Japan,
China and Hong Kong. This new venture with the New Delhi-
based agency will see the GO Group enlarge its Asian foot-
print.

"These are truly exciting times for the GO Group. As Asia
experiences a mushrooming economy especially India, we find
more clients seeking cost-efficient solutions to effectively
engage in marketing and PR across national borders. 

The development of the GO Group is an effective solution
in this regard. What it has done is establish a synergic force
between the region's top agencies," said Peter de Kretser, CEO
of GO Communications and Director of the GO Group. 

"This is indeed a historic moment for us at RPR. It will def-
initely support the growth that we've been experiencing and
will boost our foray into the international market, especially in
the Asian region. Our team certainly looks forward to the mutu-
al benefit of all agencies under the GO Network.


